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Mystical Secrets of Visionary Leadership
The Complete Visionary Leadership

 
Description 
A visionary leader is an individual who sees 
takes steps to get there. You can achieve visionary without a leadership role
for instance. 

a. Visionary leaders are driven, passionate, and disciplined to reach long
b. Their purpose is to push the organization and its employees to fulfil a vision.
c. They live in the future and motivate their teams to do the same. Everything they do involves 

some nod to the ultimate destination.
d. They are adept at stimulating creativity and innova

bring change for success and growth
 
What You Will Master Inside This Course

1. Creating vision, purpose, and leadership character
2. Preparing new leaders and high potentials
3. Balancing leadership and management
4. Developing communication, versatility, and conflict management skills
5. Ensuring employees are engaged
6. Coaching and motivating employees
7. Leading Change 
8. Delegating and setting team and individual goals
9. Influencing and negotiating
10. Building collaboration 
11. Fostering innovation and creativity
12. Facilitating cross-cultural effectiveness
13. Driving performance management

 
Who this course is for: 

 You who wants to master visionary leadership in wisdom.
 Freelancers looking for the full packet to lead in their niche.
 Anyone looking to take-up leadership role or start
 Anyone wants to build their own brand or help organisation grow their brand.
 Anyone wanting to strategically lead the competitive market.
 Anyone struggling to get solution for problems in 
 Someone with a job who wants to create their own business or make extra income with 

existing job. 
 If you are looking to effectively manage your leadership role in your office or business.
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Mystical Secrets of Visionary Leadership 
Visionary Leadership Module: 

A visionary leader is an individual who sees the potential for how the world should exist and then 
takes steps to get there. You can achieve visionary without a leadership role—become an idea guy, 

Visionary leaders are driven, passionate, and disciplined to reach long-term goals.
purpose is to push the organization and its employees to fulfil a vision. 

They live in the future and motivate their teams to do the same. Everything they do involves 
some nod to the ultimate destination. 
They are adept at stimulating creativity and innovation and forming teams that are meant to 
bring change for success and growth. 

What You Will Master Inside This Course 
Creating vision, purpose, and leadership character 
Preparing new leaders and high potentials 
Balancing leadership and management 
Developing communication, versatility, and conflict management skills 
Ensuring employees are engaged 
Coaching and motivating employees 

Delegating and setting team and individual goals 
Influencing and negotiating 

Fostering innovation and creativity 
cultural effectiveness 

Driving performance management 

You who wants to master visionary leadership in wisdom. 
Freelancers looking for the full packet to lead in their niche. 

up leadership role or start-up a new business. 
Anyone wants to build their own brand or help organisation grow their brand. 
Anyone wanting to strategically lead the competitive market. 
Anyone struggling to get solution for problems in their leading role. 
Someone with a job who wants to create their own business or make extra income with 

If you are looking to effectively manage your leadership role in your office or business.

the potential for how the world should exist and then 
become an idea guy, 

term goals. 

They live in the future and motivate their teams to do the same. Everything they do involves 

tion and forming teams that are meant to 

 

Someone with a job who wants to create their own business or make extra income with 

If you are looking to effectively manage your leadership role in your office or business. 
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This course includes: 
 4 Day Workshop / 32 Hrs Module  
 Query resolution at anytime 
 Lifetime access to full Visionary Leadership module 
 Website access on mobile and laptop 

(Mobile app will be introduced soon and the same will be updated for  
 Certificate of completion 

 
After This Course You'll Be Able To 

 Grow in your role or business 
 Work as an expert to lead in your role or business  
 Get hired as a visionary leadership role 

 
Who Is the Target Audience? 
(People age group above 18yrs) 

 Students 
 Professionals 
 Freelancers 
 Entrepreneurs 
 Corporate 
 Aspiring Leaders 

 
How to select the Module: 

1. If you are non-registered member then first register on Unique Destine 
Websitewww.uniquedestine.com 

2. Then once you login as registered member you would be able to navigate through modules 
on Learning Gallery and click on ‘Know More’for module description. 

3. Search for ‘Visionary Leadership’ on the Learning Gallery page and select ‘Learn’. It 
will take you to buy module learning category i.e. “Self-Learning Module” or “Instructor-Led 
Module” 

4. Select anyone category and make the payment. If you wish to go for both category then you 
can again select another category and make the payment. 

5. You will receive confirmation mail and instruction for learning module opted by you with 
access to online module on our learning gallery. 

 
In case you have any difficulty to select the modules or make the payment then please drop us a 
line at support@uniquedestine.com or refer Contact UD section to connect with us. We will be 
glad to support you immediately. 
 
We wish you best of luck and happy learning with us. 
 
JOIN US NOW AND BECOME OUR MEMBER FOR LIFETIME. 
 
Thanks,  
UDEDU CONSULTANCY PVT. LTD. 
 
Dinesh Nair  
CEO & Director 


